Where the fires are

An interview with Wendy Brown

In *Undoing the Demos*, you examine how neoliberalism’s rationalities ‘disembowel active citizenship’, or the rule of the people by the people. How have these rationalities extended and mutated since you wrote the book, in the era of Trump?

One of the things I paid too little attention to in *Undoing the Demos* was the disintegration of the social, something Britons have been very familiar with ever since Thatcher declared that ‘there’s no such thing as society’. In the American case that disintegration has had two important effects. First, this process literally takes apart social bonds and social welfare— not simply by promoting a libertarian notion of freedom and dismantling the welfare state, but also by reducing legitimate political claims only to those advanced by and for families and individuals, not social groups generated by social powers. Second, something I didn’t emphasise adequately in 2015 but would now stress, is the extent to which neoliberalism could generate a political formation that combined libertarianism with a very strong *statism* that works to secure, essentially, the deregulated public sphere that neoliberalism itself generated.

As a libertarian order of freedom is unleashed and legitimated, it attacks social bonds and obligations, social conscience, and social welfare. It disintegrates society and disinhibits individuals. This in turn produces the need for strong authority to secure order, to secure boundaries, to secure against what a declining middle and working class experiences as ravaged ways of life for which it blames ‘others’: immigrants, minority races, ‘external’ predators and attackers ranging from terrorists to refugees.

Despite some resonances with 1930s fascism, this libertarian authoritarianism is a novel political formation, one, as I’ve suggested, that is an inadvertent effect of neoliberal rationality. It’s a formation that I think should not just be reduced to the idea of fascism or populism. Its sensibility is: ‘I can say anything, do anything, be anything I want, I can call for a certain restoration of my former entitlements (among whites), insist on my libertarian rights and at the same time demand statist protection of my country, property, and racial and sexual entitlement.’ But in addition to what this formation features, it’s important to note what it omits. What’s missing is any reference to or care for democracy. It’s quite striking that you don’t get from Le Pen or Farage or Trump any talk of democracy *at all*. You get law and order, you get statism, you get nationalism, you get restoration of white entitlement through nativism from extreme right politicians. But reference to democracy (other than to make it a stand-in for nationalism or patriotism) is very, very rare. What brings someone like Trump to power was the combined emphasis on (non-democratic) liberty and authority; on both statism and the right to say, feel and do whatever one wants. Again, this is a peculiar political formation that we’ve not had before and that we should not reduce to or equate with older forms of authoritarianism, populism or fascism.

You’ve argued recently that ‘Trump’s rise is nothing but neoliberalism’s effects’. Can we also understand Trump as a kind of neoliberal nationalism?

Yes. Many people think: well, how can this be neoliberalism if it involves calling for markets that are regulated or protected by nation states? How can the renegotiation of trade and tariff agreements like NAFTA, Brexit and other forms of economic protectionism
be neoliberalism? Here we need to recognise that neoliberalism has never been one cogent, coherent doctrine. It’s had many iterations, including the difference between its theoretical founding formulations in Hayek and Friedman and the Ordoliberals, and the way it was actually rolled out in practice by Reagan and Thatcher in the Global North, and Pinochet and others in the Global South. There’s also a difference between the iteration of neoliberalism in the 1980s and its quite dramatic shifts through financialisation when it gains financial semiotics, coordinates, imperatives and vicissitudes. It’s perfectly possible to continue the basic planks of neoliberalism — privatisation, dismantling whatever is left of the welfare state, slashing away at taxes for the rich and for corporations, keeping capital the centre of state concerns — while, at the same time, producing new regional domains of protectionism or rebellions against the EU or NAFTA. We are not “over” neoliberalism just because we are “over” a certain kind of right-wing alliance with globally de-regulated trade. There’s a reconfiguration going on and it’s important to see the extent to which the right has not rebelled against neoliberal reason or doctrine but only certain effects. Neoliberalism is being retiterated… again.

When Trump was elected, Cornel West said that ‘The neoliberal era in the United States [has] ended with a neofascist bang’.2 But as you’ve just argued, neoliberal rationality hasn’t ended. Can you can say more about the parallels, connections and disconnections between neoliberal rationality and twentieth-century fascism?

First, I appreciate why Cornel is saying what he is saying. He is marking the extent to which rising white nationalism, white supremacism, masculinism — all kinds of values that have been brewing and boiling for decades but got put on steroids during the Obama years – have exploded onto the mainstream political stage. Not only in the form of Trump and a plethora of European white nationalist leaders, but also in the form of emboldened and empowered social movements.

The reason I am arguing that this is a development of neoliberalism is: the legitimacy of those white supremacist energies itself comes from the neoliberal attack on the social, which includes an attack on equality, social belonging and mutual social obligation, and also an attack on the replacement of traditional morality and traditional hierarchies (including racial hierarchies) by social justice and social reform. This strand of neoliberalism, this attack on equality and social justice, shapes and enables a white supremacist reaction to the ‘dethroning’ of whites that itself is a neoliberal economic effect (the result of globally unleashed capital, the outsourcing and de-industrialization of the north, etc.). If that white supremacist reaction is labeled fascism, it’s easy to think we’re just having a sudden eruption of hatefulness and activation of people with already existing fascist sensibilities. In fact, most of these people, these white supremacists, are using the word ‘freedom’ in the beginning, the middle and the end of their sentences. In their mind, a liberal or social democratic agenda that promotes equality means promoting the interests of refugees, of blacks, of women, of others, above them because equality and worse, affirmative action, have replaced individual freedom.

“Fascism” is a shorthand that’s perhaps not quite in our service — as liberal and left intellectuals trying to understand where we are and what to do next. I think it makes more sense to understand the energies that have been unleashed as, in part, products of neoliberal deracination, displacement and disintegration. So too is white male rage an energy intensified by neoliberal reason, and the ways it has been disseminated in law and culture, not only the economy. This rage takes shape as “freedom” to be a racist, a sexist, a homophobe or Muslim hater, and to push back against the “tyranny” of the left that tries
to outlaw this. I'm not saying that neoliberal governmentality or rationality created the rage, though neoliberal economic policy certainly orchestrates a lot of the economic suffering and cauterized futures, experienced as social castration by whites, that is fueling it. Rather, I'm saying that this rage erupts in the form of libertarian freedom to speak and enact the power of white male supremacy against principles of equality and policies of social justice that neoliberalism itself cast as illegitimate and worse, totalitarian.

**Let's talk about gender. How is this conjuncture gendered?**

I think that many people were shocked not just by the election of Trump, but by the surprising number of white women who voted for him. Just over half of white female voters supported Trump. That's a lot of women voting for an openly sexist, misogynist man in 2017. And not only sexist and misogynist but noxious, narcissist, infantile and boorish—really the kind of dude that hardly any woman likes. So we do not just have a problem with misogynist, masculinist, angry, socially castrated male voters; we have a problem with all kinds of white men and women bringing someone to power who speaks and conducts himself in a way that no other configuration of human could. If any black person, if any Muslim, if any queer person, if any woman, spoke just one or two of the utterances that Trump has spoken by the hundreds of thousands, that person’s political career would be over. We know that. So the boorishness, the misogyny, masculinism, and old fashioned chauvinism that Trump represents is not just ‘his’: it’s also something that is obviously still ours, that of white people. It is on white people as a whole because he survives in politics as an unrestrained figure of white male entitlement to do and say whatever it wants when no one else can. And that white male supremacy was underwritten by white women, not just white men.

So we have two problems. We have both women and men supporting this, and presumably finding the particulars of his speech and conduct towards women maybe not desirable, yet recognisable and tolerable. It’s what they live with, what they know, how boys are. And then we have the problem of a national political culture, in our case, that also tolerates this, but only in this one kind of being — only in white men.

How do we find our way out of this? I disagree with those who feel that the problem with Clinton was that she was too ardent a feminist and too affirmative of identity politics. What we’ve learnt over the last year and a half, from the Trump campaign and the presidency, is that we have both a white identity politics that’s quite fierce, and a male identity politics that’s quite fierce. It’s quite silly to say that Clinton was boosting the wrong things because that rage built on white male identity was already there, ready to destroy her. Of course there were many things wrong with the Clinton candidacy — she was a terrible candidate for the times. Not because of her identity politics, but because of her Washingtonian and Davos politics, her establishment credentials at an anti-establishment political moment.

**How can we shift out of these regressive gendered dynamics?**

I think the extent to which women in positions of power – positions of political, economic, and social power — have in the past year been speaking out about what it is like to be women is really important. It’s probably just as important as what we have all been doing for ages, which is teaching gender studies in schools and building social movements from the bottom. It’s also of course very different from the ‘go along to get along’ approach of many women aspiring to positions of power, and the suggestion that the only ones that complain are the radicals. What has happened in the Silicon Valley and Hollywood exposés of rampant sexual harassment and assault, and rampant second-class treatment,
promotion and remuneration, and in the exposés of political life and even sports — all this is important because it develops consciousness of gender power in places and in ways that people weren’t looking at, or looking for.

On the other hand, I think we have to recognise once again that it’s not simply a matter of social progress. This is a battle. This is a war. “Time’s Up!” (coming out of the #MeToo movement) is a great political slogan but isn’t true unless the fighters are out every day and everywhere to make it become true. People don’t give up powerful and privileged positions with ease or grace. We’re learning that about whiteness, and we’re learning that about maleness, anew. I mean, yes, there are some men in Hollywood and Washington who have hung their heads in public shame about what they’ve done or what they failed to do in stopping harassment or assault. But they were basically cornered into this by their milieu. And how many white cops have been publicly brought to heel by Black Lives Matter? How many men has #MeToo suddenly transformed from gropers and harassers into feminist freedom fighters? Count them on your fingers. And how many more has it sent into rage at the wrong and unfairness of it all?

We also face the problem of an increasingly sectoralised media, and an increasingly sectoralised population attached to different medias. I don’t know how we are going to get across these divides. I really don’t. I mean if you watch Fox News, or read Breitbart, let alone the Daily Stormer, or go back to Gamergate, or go into the blogs and the twitter feeds of the right, where misogyny, racism, homophobia anti-Semitism and hatred of Muslims are regular fare, you’re left with this question: How can we affect social, cultural, political change in relationship to gender, among other things, when we are not reaching those places and when those places are reaching so many? I do think that remains a very open question.

That leads us to hope and despair, and how we navigate them. You’ve talked about how within neoliberalism, nihilism is made into a commodity; and you’ve emphasized that we shouldn’t abandon democratic projects and actions just because they’re not yet realised. You’ve also talked about how you think there’s a distinction between hope and the construction of progressive alternatives. This is really interesting given how important and fragile hope often is to the left, and how we talk so much about it (e.g. Raymond Williams, Resources of Hope, David Harvey, Spaces of Hope). Can you say something about these entanglements between hope and despair?

We live in such nihilistic times. By which I mean, drawing from Nietzsche, not that there are no values circulating: but that our values are commercialised, trivialised, fungible; they’re traded, trafficked in, used for branding and profit. How, in this context, can we mobilize for a different world? How little do right and left stand for more than hating each other at this point? I think that’s one reason you get so much bellicosity these days from the right, as opposed to old-fashioned conservatism, which was rooted in a world-view and a set of foundational justifications. Instead you get bellicosity, aggression, rage… and there’s plenty of that coming from the left too. I’m not equating them. But I do think we need to take the measure of what nihilism has done to political worldviews animated by deep conviction and desire for the Good.

Now, hope. Look, I don’t have a lot of hope for this world. In the face of the climate change emergency, the kinds of people that are in the major power positions in our universe —
Putin, Trump, and so forth — the rise of right-wing forces, the miserable corruption and deprivation that neoliberalism’s contributed to much of the postcolonial world, the massive pile up of humanity in global slums, and the seeming endurance of capitalism beyond, beyond, so far beyond when it should have given way to something else, it’s hard to have hope. I think we need grit, responsibility and determination instead of hope. We need to clean up the messes humans have made — socially, ecologically, politically. We have no choice but to try to redeem our species and make a better world than we have to date. It’s not about hope but something more like responsibility and maybe even curiosity: with our extraordinary brains and imaginations, our technologies and spirits, can’t we do better?

I think efforts at alternatives feel most possible and promising when they are very local, even small. When we work at the level of co-operatives, local ordinances, developments within our towns, or neighbourhoods, or schools. When we are able to produce differences at this level — producing renewable energy for a whole town, or converting a region from toxic to organic farming, or solving a housing crisis — we feel our capacity to live differently through collaborative efforts. I think it is most difficult to feel hopeful when one is trying to enact global transformations, for all the obvious reasons. So probably ideas and practices for transforming an order that is not sustainable for humans, the planet or all the species on it will come from local levels. I don’t think there’s some great giant, global revolution to be had. I think it’s a question of transformations that connect to one another at local levels.

One more thing on this topic: It is important to ask ourselves what we can do to *produce* more prospects for hope, rather than trying to *find* hope in order to act. I think sometimes that means, for example, transforming the lives of two or three teenagers; cleaning up a strip of coastline and gazing on its beauty; scouring the racism from a police department; working to alter ordinances that are highly punitive or cruel; or stopping (in the case of the US) the deportation of undocumented people. Those kinds of activities I think are often called ‘resistance’, which they are; but they also help generate a sense of collective human power against our routine feelings of powerlessness and isolation. These kinds of things re-enfranchise us politically and socially in a time when most people feel quite disenfranchised in both ways. So that experience of acting together in order to produce a difference in a certain political or economic setting is itself generative of hope. We can’t go looking for hope in the sky. We have to make on earth. That’s the difference between a religious and a political attitude.

**Could you describe or sketch your own intellectual formation? You produce political theory with a very pronounced cultural and psycho-social dimension; how did it emerge that way, and why?**

As an undergraduate I was an economics major before I turned to political theory. I thought economics held the truth! I had the fortune of studying with a number of Marxist economists, and through Marx went to Hegel, and through Hegel to Plato, and — whoops! — fell in love with political theory. Really, it was a love affair, and that part of intellectual life is not to be under-estimated. However, by the time I started this love affair, I had already been steeped in the importance of capitalism, including capitalism’s capacity to produce *ways of life* — what we call culture, society, social forms. So as I took up with political theory, I wasn’t drawn to it as a conceptual or analytic practice. I was drawn to its enormous power in illuminating the elements and predicaments of collective human existence. I was drawn to its promise to see the world differently from how the world saw itself without ever leaving the world.
At the same time I was also becoming a fierce feminist and antiracist activist. Those two dimensions of my young intellectual-political formation also meant that political theory for me was never simply going to be about generic “man”. And my first book was an attempt to take apart the idea that Man in the history of Western political theory really did refer to all of us — a radical claim at the time, now stupidly obvious. The book was concerned with the co-constitutive nature of Western political theoretical notions of manhood and of politics.

In the 1980s, I read Foucault and Stuart Hall and a number of other poststructuralists, but also continued reading in Marxist and feminist and cultural theory more broadly. And I read a fair amount of Freud and also turned back to political economy. This mix meant that I was beginning to take myself out of the proper world of political theory — I was supplementing it more and more with things outside of its usual boundaries. So I suppose what I am saying in response to your question is that by virtue of having studied economics first, and political theory second, and at the same time always being interested in gender and race and psychoanalysis, I never went down the narrow tunnel of political theory. Still, I have never ceased to love teaching courses in the history of political thought, and it remains a distinctive genre for capturing human existence, writ large, in the form of associations, collectivities, powers, identities, citizenship, and institutions.

**What’s the relationship between theory and praxis in your work, and your connection to activistisms in the wider world?**

Most recently my main “activist” focus has been on the problem of privatising public universities and the tremendous chain of effects that privatisation has had, not just on higher education, but on what we teach, how we research, how we relate to one another, what gets valued and who gets access. It’s also been focused on the broader effects of privatising higher education on citizenship: on what it means to convert education into job training as opposed to education for democracy. A lot of my work as an activist has been both to speak about the privatization process and also to try to contain it. I would say that’s largely been a losing battle. But many of my activist endeavours have been losing battles, and that’s not a reason to stop.

My activism as a feminist has often been rather issue-specific. Since I was very young I’ve been engaged with reproductive rights. We’re still struggling to keep abortion legal in the US, but also to make it broadly available, and accessible, to those who can’t travel long distances or pay a lot of money for it. Other kinds of feminism that have called my name for activism have been everything from questions of status and equal pay and work, to concerns with sexual harassment and sexual assault. Affordable housing has also been an issue I’ve cared about forever — I worked as a young person in campaigns for rent control and affordable housing — and I am currently trying to figure out how to be useful to addressing the extreme housing crisis that we have in the Bay Area of California where I live. Rents are unaffordable even for the middle class and homelessness is skyrocketing.

As I think is true of many of us on the left, I go where the fires are — either where they need putting out because there are fires that threaten to burn us down, or where they need stoking because there are fires we need to ignite sometimes. Since the Trump campaign I have tried to lend my voice to concerns that range from protecting the undocumented, to hanging on to what remains of our wildernesses and protected coastlines, to protesting against white nationalist rallies.
Is your culturally, ideologically-attuned analysis unusual in political theory? Is there enough traffic between political theory and cultural studies?

I don’t think there is adequate traffic. And I will put the challenge to both sides. I think that most political theory hunkers down with its own audiences and its own reference points. When it speaks of culture, it often does so rather ignorantly. By ignorant I mean it neither reads cultural studies, nor does it read a field that has done nothing but study culture: namely, cultural anthropology. You see this disturbing ignorance in much (not all) of political theory’s treatment of the so-called ‘multiculturalism’ debates, where it often reifies culture, making it a thing or an object and something only non-white people have. Of course there are exceptions to this, and the feminists contributing to these debates tend to be the most thoughtful and careful here. Still, it was a feminist, Susan Okin, who consecrated the idea that white western liberalism was cultureless, hence free and equal, while peoples heavy with culture were patriarchal and oppressive. Ye gods! Anyway, political theory has much more to learn not just from cultural studies but also from other disciplines — anthropology, religion, sociology, political economy, and so forth. I wrote about this some years ago in a screed entitled “At the Edge”.

On the other hand, some cultural studies — though not all — has, I think, ignored some of the analytic contributions that political theory could make to it. It tends to do theory without apprenticing itself to some of the rigours and the reach of imagination that political theory might lend it. Stuart Hall was an exception, and remains a model for doing social, cultural, and political theory that draws on the literatures of those fields as well as psychoanalysis, political economy, semiotics, and an attention to discourse. This range wasn’t just the result of being so damned smart and well-read. Rather, he was open. Every time I go back and read him, I am struck by his intellectual openness to the disciplines and sources that could shape and inform his work without ever claiming it. Of course, this is difficult — it’s the demeanor of a rare and mature thinker. I also happen to have studied with a political theorist, Sheldon Wolin, who read across history and political economy, literature, philosophy, political science and theories of language. This palette allowed him to think in bigger ways about the problems of democracy — and what he called “the political” — than our discipline normally affords. Hall and Wolin are giants. But for this very reason, it behooves us all to go back and read them again and again. Not just for what they said, but for how they do it. That’s how we learn to be big thinkers, by reading and studying big thinkers.

Could you also say something about the traffic between your writing, its dissemination through journalism, and activism? Are you, for instance, doing more journalism than you used to?

I’m writing differently than I used to. I used to write for academics. I think I do that less and less. It’s not that I am not interested in having conversations with scholars, and certainly I still understand myself as a scholar, but I am more interested in being pedagogical with an interested, educated public. By educated I don’t mean elite; I just mean ‘educated’ in the sense that they want to learn something — they know enough to know what they want to learn. So Undoing the Demos was written to a wider world than simply academics. And in fact, I mostly hear from non-academics who are reading it. Some of the other things I am writing right now have that same quality. It’s always a bit of a tension for me, because I am still very drawn by going deep down into a text and having all of the excitement and
pleasures that come from a close reading or a careful genealogy or an exceptionally complex formulation or a question that is unanswerable. And, I think understanding this world requires reading it closely, tracing its genealogies, appreciating its complexities and standing mute before its confusing predicaments. However, that doesn't go down so well in a journalistic sound-bite, or even an interview like this, let alone Twitter. And while some people still read books, one cannot count on books as a medium for ideas and political criticism today.

So engaging as an intellectual with the world and also being a scholar is not neat, seamless, or easy. And sometimes I'll do one and sometimes the other, which strikes me as fine. I think it's important to not expect intellectual life to go easily towards a public when we also are trained in the intricacies of certain kinds of academic research and brought up on certain kinds of conversations and engagements. I also think that this is not unique to academics. Musicians understand that there are certain kinds of music that are composed for other musicians — it features intricacies and theory and complexity that you have to have an incredibly well-trained ear to hear and appreciate. But that's not necessarily what moves another kind of musical audience, one that also matters. I think we need to let ourselves off the hook about this. Sometimes we will have purely academic conversations, writings or debates, and sometimes we will be speaking outside the academy in a different voice. And I think we (and by 'we', I am speaking to a community of scholars now) need to be careful not to fault each other for either. There shouldn't be disdain for popularizing what we do, or, to put it less tendentiously, for translating it into a non-academic idiom. But there also shouldn't be reproach against scholarly worlds of discourse and engagement. Of course, the real danger today lies in neither of these, but in the profoundly anti-intellectual and anti-democratic pressure for all academic knowledge to be commercialisable. That pressure bodes the end of critical theory, but also the end of a democratically educated public.

---
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